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EXT. SUBURBAN NEIGHBORHOOD - DAY

In a semi upscale suburban golf course neighborhood, think 
one of those golf course neighborhoods where the CFO's live, 
not the CEO's, but the CFO's, a mini van drives down the  
carefully manicured lawn streets lined with wanna be 
mansions and wanna be millionaires.

In the back seat a young girl, MEREDITH, 10-13 hair in a 
ponytail, holding a book and reading quietly.

In the driver seat, GARY, has a whiff of typical dad about 
him. He wears a buttoned up striped shirt, his driving 
glasses. He looks in the rear view mirror at Meredith and 
smiles. 

GARY
Hey pumpkin we're almost there, you 
wanna look out the window and see 
where we're going for a minute? 

She doesn't look up from her book. 

MEREDITH
12 Miles on Holiday Rd, Left into 
the neighborhood, 2 lefts, 1 right, 
5th house on the right. 

Meanwhile the van takes a right.

Gary looks out the window and then the side view mirror and 
starts counting houses. He stops at five.

GARY 
Huh... 

He turns the wheel right and the mini van pulls into a 
driveway arriving at a mini mansion style home. 

INT. NED'S HOME

Gary walks into the atrium of the decently lavish home. It's 
not over the top, just trying a little bit too hard. We can 
see Gary is wearing slacks and his shirt is tucked in. Very 
"dad."

Walking next to him is NED, also very "dad" but trying not 
to be. His pants are rolled up slightly. His shirt is a 
little funkier and the sleeves are slightly rolled. 

Meredith and Ned's daughter VAL run past them and up the 
stairs screaming and playing. 
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GARY
Hey hey girls, Mer, be careful on 
those stairs! I'm not tootin' 
around here, you get hurt and we're 
outta here. 

NED
Oh come on Gar Bear relax, they're 
kids they're havin' fun--

Ned's daughter slips and trips up on the stairs, un hurt she 
keeps moving at kid speed. Ned snaps up. 

NED
 Val! Be careful dammit!

Gary turns to Ned surprised by the language. Ned smiles.

NED
Ya like scotch Gary?

SITTING ROOM

Ned and Gary are lounging in a "sitting room," one of those 
rooms people have that no one ever actually sits in until 
they think "oh hey we could use this room finally when they 
come over."

They swirl small scotch GLASSES topped with a thick 
concoction and are mid conversation.

NED 
That's exactly right, I basically 
run the place. The CEO is out 
golfing half the time so. It's all 
up to me really. 

Gary looks over at the wall... Being Ned's, it's filled with 
golf memorabilia.

NED 
So what are you up to these days 
old buddy, it's crazy we don't see 
each other more often. 

GARY
Oh same old same old, just 
analyzing... 

NED
Oh really? What kind of analysis?
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GARY
Oh, you know. The usual analyzing. 
Business. Stock. Uh. Electrical 
analysis. Hey do you think we 
should maybe check on the girls, 
haven't heard from them in a 
minute.

NED
Relax they're fine. They're just 
being little angels i'm sure. 

CUT TO:

VAL'S ROOM

Val and Meredith sit in front of a TV holding XBOX 
CONTROLLERS hitting buttons while the sounds of explosions 
and guns are heard.

MEREDITH
That's right, suck it bitch!

The two girls high five.

CUT TO:

SITTING ROOM

Ned downs his glass of scotch and takes a big loud "ahhhhhh" 
of satisfaction and stands for another. He walks over to the 
bar. 

NED
So Gary--

He turns back around and stops speaking as he looks out the 
window. 

He starts again.

NED
So Gary, I'll be right back, you 
relax for a second. 

GARY
Ok. You alright? 

Ned leaves the room quickly.

Gary sits up in his chair to put the glass on the table in 
front of him. He slips and spills his scotch. 
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NED
Oh for pete's sake. 

He bends down picking up the ice he spilled. 

Over him we can see out the window. The yard is filled with 
men with guns in black gear. Dark tinted out SUV's are 
pulling up outside the home. 

He looks over at the bar and spots a DISH TOWEL hanging. He 
gets up and walks over to it.

He turns back around with the towel and stops, noticing the 
commotion outside. He looks over at the door Gary left from. 
He quickly leaves the room dropping the dish towel and 
moving into the 

ATRIUM

Where he goes to the front door and locks it. He reaches 
into the waste band at the back of his pants and pulls out 
the smallest 9MM you've ever seen. He racks the slide. 

GARY
Hey Ned!

NED (O.S.)
What a cute little gun!

Gary peaks out the window.

GARY 
I can explain...

He turns around to find Ned standing being him holding an 
M249 SAW, the biggest gun you've ever seen. 

NED
You might want to get behind me. 

GARY
No wait!

Ned racks the bolt and pulls the trigger slamming rounds 
through the front walls and windows of his home. 

Bullets are ripping through FUCKING EVERYTHING!

The windows are smashing, the front door is splintering, the 
decorative shit on the walls is being decimated. 

OUTSIDE

The bullets Ned is sending are being received with much 
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chagrin. The attackers are scattering, un sure of where and 
what to do. Some dive to the floor but the rounds are 
ripping up the grass and dirt like a Michael Bay film.

INSIDE

Gary covers his ears and yells

GARY
Stop it!

Ned stops firing. The Saw barrel is smoking. 

NED
Woah. That was cool. 

GARY
What are you doing?! 

NED
Protecting myself.

GARY
You can't even see what you're 
shooting at. 

NED
Well it's cool isn't it?!

GARY
Why do you have that thing?

NED
Uh, you know home protection. 

GARY
No this is home protection!

(He shows his gun)
That is illegal! 

A CREAK on the stairs.

Gary spins around and aims his little pistol at... 

...the girls sitting on the stairs peering down.

MEREDITH
The fuck dad?

VAL
Ya the fuck Gary?

GARY
Hey none of that! Stay put until I 

(MORE)
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call you to come down ok?!
GARY (CONT'D)

MEREDITH
Whatever you say daddy. 

Gary turns back to Ned. Behind him an attacker is creeping 
towards them. 

Gary raises his pistol and fires at the attacker hitting him 
in the chest. The rounds are blocked by a bullet proof vest. 
The attacker doesn't move an inch. 

Ned turns around and unloads his M249 sending the assailant 
flying backwards and back down the hall. 

Gary steps up next to Ned to see where the attacker 
disappeared to. 

GARY
Hm. Phsyics. 

Rounds come flying in. The attackers have come in through 
the front door. Gary and Ned run across the hall and into 
the

KITCHEN

Taking cover.

On the STAIRS the girls watch the men entering.

KITCHEN

Gary and Ned take cover behind the Island.

GARY
Who the dickens are these guys?

NED
You tell me!

GARY
What?! I'm not the one with a 
gigantic machine gun. 

NED
I have no idea. I told you, this is 
just some good old fashioned home 
defense. 

GARY
(Very seriously)

Ned. I'm not playing around. We are 
going to die if you do not explain 

(MORE)
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what is going on here.
GARY (CONT'D)

NED
Oh would you relax you pansy! 
You're gonna make me catch your 
feelings you're spewing all over 
the place.

Footsteps enter the room. 

Ned pops up with his machine gun and pulls the trigger. 
Nothing happens. 

The attacker points his gun at Ned and lines up his laser 
sight on his fore head.

Gary pops out from behind the counter laying on his side 
aiming his pistol at the assailant. 

GARY
(Tough guy voice)

Hey, keep it in your pants. 

He fires his pistol on the attacker until empty. The 
attacker drops. 

Gary sits back up and gets back under cover. 

Ned gets down. Gary flips the magazine out of his pistol and 
pulls out a new one gently pushing it into the grip and 
locking the slide quietly.

NED
Why did you just say that?

GARY
Freud. 

NED
What?

GARY
Well i'm telling him to keep his 
gun in his pants because the gun is 
a symbol of male genitalia. 

NED
What happened to you?

GARY
Answer me Ned. Why the guns? Who 
are these people?
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NED
Look, I may have some side work on 
the side...

GARY
Like?

BANG BANG rounds hit near Gary. To his right, a man stands 
down the hall coming towards them shooting. 

Gary pushes Ned and they scoot around the side of the island 
they hide behind. 

NED
Cover me!

GARY
Where are you going?!

Ned jumps up and runs to the door next to them leading back 
into the sitting room. 

Gary blind fires around the cover and down the hall. 

Ned goes through the door into the 

SITTING ROOM

Where he is stopped by an attacker preparing to come through 
the exact same door. They stop and look at each other. 

The attacker raises his gun. Ned hits it out of the way and 
punches him in the face. The attacker, now angered, prepares 
for a fight. 

KITCHEN

Gary peeks around the corner of his cover to see if he hit 
the attacker he shot at. At the end of the hall a body lays 
in the floor. 

CRASH Ned and his attacker come plundering back through the 
door into the kitchen smashing the door off it's hinges 
riding it like a slip and slide. 

Gary scrambles to get out of the way. 

Ned and his attacker throw each other around the kitchen. 
I'd call it more of a toss and tumble brawl than a John Woo 
action packed fight. 

Gary jumps up as they fight behind him. He turns to face the 
doorway to find another large attacker standing in front of 
him. The attacker grabs him and throws him into the hallway 
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heading back towards the front of the house and the sitting 
room. Gary drops his pistol.

KITCHEN

Ned stands up after being thrown. He opens a drawer and 
pulls out BRASS KNUCKLES. The attacker pulls out a KNIFE. 

NED 
Oh come on.

Ned backs away as the attacker comes at him and jabs his 
knife towards him. Ned backs up past the REFRIGERATOR and 
swings the door open as the attacker stabs again hitting the 
open door. 

The attacker pulls the knife back. On the sharp tip of it, 
there's a banana. 

NED
Watch your step. 

Ned punches him square in the face dropping him. 

NED
Have a nice trip. See you next 
fall... Ah man that was lame... 
uh... Watch your step... No... 

In the 

SITTING ROOM

Gary is thrown into the bar. 

ATTACKER
Want a drink?

Gary, banged up, coughs while trying to stand up. 

GARY
Hey, you don't get to say tough guy 
lines like that. 

CUT TO:

OUTSIDE 

Gary comes flying out of the sitting room window into the 
front yard and stands up quickly. 

He stares at the window he just ejected from and the long 
distance he flew. 
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GARY
Physics are weird. 

He turns around. The SUVS are still in the yard. Men are 
standing in front of him. 

A HELICOPTER lowers into frame. 

GARY
Ok now that is some malarkey we 
would have heard that hovering 
there!

The attackers raise their guns. 

BANG. An attacker emits a plume of white smoke as he's hit 
and goes down. 

Gary turns and looks for where the shot came from. 

NED (O.S.)
Run you idiot!

GARY
Hey we do not use that kind of 
language--

MEREDITH
Run you dumb bitch!

Shots ring out. Gary screams and runs back towards the house 
and up onto the porch.

INSIDE 

Gary CRASHES through the other front window of the house. 
The large attacker that sent him through the first one 
stands in the sitting room and stares at him.

GARY
Hey guy.

The attacker walks towards him. Gary jumps up and runs up 
the stairs. 

UPSTAIRS 

Ned is sitting in a window popping shots off at the men in 
the yard. Meredith and Val sit next to him.

MEREDITH
Ya suck it!
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NED
Here you wanna try?

MEREDITH
Ya!

He starts to hand off the rifle.

Gary stands behind them. 

GARY
NED! What are you doing?! 

Ned takes the rifle back.

NED
What? Just having some fun.

GARY
NO!

Behind Gary, the large attacker enters the room. Gary turns 
and looks at him. He then backs up away from him slowly and

BANG BANG BANG

He turns as wood dust from the ceiling lightly rains down 
onto his head.

The attacker peaks around Gary at Ned who is laying on his 
back with a smoking barrel of an automatic AK74 in hand. 

Gary and the attacker look up at the ceiling. 

There are a bunch of bullet holes in the wood roof.

Gary gestures with his hands questioning Ned's intentions.

NED
Well I saw it in a movie once.

GARY
Ya was there glass above them? 

NED
Oh ya... Ya it was glass. But I 
mean he could get like splinters or 
something from the wood roof.

GARY
Ned, you are one silly man--

The attacker takes off from a dead sprint and grabs Gary 
pushing him towards Ned. He scoops up Ned on the way and 
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takes them both towards the window. 

Val and Meredith step out of the way. 

All three guys go out the upstairs window. 

NED
Jesus!

GARY
Again?!

OUTSIDE

They land on the ground outside. And roll around in pain. 
They lay among the dead bodies Ned laid out on the front 
yard. The remaining attackers have taken shelter behind the 
SUV's and are now coming out to see what happened, guns 
drawn. 

Gary and Ned begin to struggle trying to get up. 

NED
You good?

GARY
Somehow. You?

NED
Fine. 

GARY
How'd we do that?

They both look up at the window they came from.

Still seated, they shrug it off and turn around to the 
remaining attackers coming from the SUV's. 

GARY
Dawggonit. 

A WHISTLE comes from down the block. 

The attackers turn and look. A man approaches. They lower 
their guns and start to pack up and leave. 

The SUV's make the uturn in the culdesac and turn back down 
the street as the whistling man approaches.

He wears a white cowboy hat, white snake skin boots, light 
jeans, a tucked in polo shirt with a brown belt. 
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WHISTLING MAN
Y'all done here?

Still seated.

NED
And you are?

WHISTLING MAN
Terry. Don't need to know my last 
name. Don't matter. 

GARY
Who were those guys?

TERRY
You don't know Mr. CIA analyst?

NED
You work for the CIA?

GARY
I said I was an analyst didn't I?

TERRY
You know your partner here is an 
arms dealer?

GARY
You rotten tooth liar! I knew it!

NED
Ya did not. 

GARY
I did, I questioned your giant 
stinkin' machine gun. 

NED
That's not stating i'm an arms 
dealer. 

GARY
Close enough. I was thinking it. 

Still seated the dads listen.

TERRY
Hey kids. Would y'all kindly mind 
shuttin' up... Now here's the 
deal... You just met a bunch of 
mercs... Looks like you killed a 
bunch of highly trained mercs 

(MORE)
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too... Good on you. You recognize 
TERRY (CONT'D)

those guns Ned? Those are yours. 
Well now they're on US soil in dead 
men's hands. And you Gary are a CIA 
analyst havin' a play date with a 
world class arms dealer. Whatever 
world class means. 

He bends down and pulls one of his boots off. Flips it over. 
Dumps out some dust and rocks. 

Still seated... 

GARY
So what is it you want?

TERRY
You know I just wanted to know how 
capable you fella's were. We'll be 
in touch. 

He turns and walks back in the direction he came. 

TERRY
Say hey to the girls for me. 

Ned and Gary stand up slowly. 

NED
Shit just got--

GARY
Stop. 

NED
You want some ice cream? I want 
some ice cream. Girls? You want 
some ice cream?!

GARY
We need to leave!... but I could do 
with some ice cream first... I just 
went through two windows in the 
past ten minutes!

NED
So cool!

GARY
No! Painful!

The girls are standing on the porch. Ned and Gary each go up 
and take their daughters under their arms and walk inside. 
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MEREDITH
Dad that was so sick. 

VAL
Dad can I have a gun?

NED
Honey there's like 12 guns hidden 
in your room already. 

A minivan pulls up outside. A middle aged woman, typical 
soccer mom, exits the van and looks at all the dead bodies. 
She sees the house with all the bullet holes and broken 
windows. 

MOM
Oh Ned...

FADE TO BLACK


